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The isolation associated with 
the pandemic had the world 
craving connection. 

This phenomenon was the foundation for our
March 2022 Seasonal Trend collaboration, focusing
on themes of disconnection. 

This September, Emmy Award-winning Editorial Director 
Noogie Thai has selected an artistic team from Australia, 
Italy and the US to create a new set of designs, inspired by 
evolving styles of connection with gender-fluid looks that 
include inspirational cut, colour and styling techniques 
optimizing interconnection with add-on services, while 
respecting the guest’s valuable time. 
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Inspired by the reemergence of shag and mullet styles,
our artists created an updated version of classic layered 
haircuts. The result is three versatile shapes that
complement all hair textures and can be worn many ways. 

Lush, organic shades reflect naturally evolving cycles
of connectivity, interweaving ethereally soft, pearlescent 
tones with powerful bolds. These unconventional shade 
pairings create surprisingly seamless, cohesive looks,
and remind us of the power we possess to embrace
obstacles and differences to create something beautiful. 

The artists focused on
interconnection, expressed
through the celebration
of natural textures and
seamless movement. 
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AUSTRALIA
Long Length
The Australian team brings to 
life current trends and guest 
expectations with lived-in texture 
combined with tousled, 
seamless colour. In this 
collaboration, the team kept 
themes of “relevance” in mind, 
understanding how crucial it is 
for the stylist and guest to 
connect, stay current and 
communicate using all influences
—social, fashion, culture and 
lifestyle.

TIP CARDS SEPTEMBER 2022
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FORMULAS 
STARTING LEVEL 7 | CANVAS LEVEL 9

BEFORE

AFTER

30 g/ml
20 volume  

Paul Mitchell®  
Cream Developer

formula 3

HIGHLIGHT

TONE & REFINE

formula 2 

30 g/ml
SynchroLift® Soft 

Artists: 
Jemima Wright   
Kate Jones     
Ashleigh Jende 

+ 

30 g/ml 
Paul Mitchell® 

Processing Liquid 

formula 4

30 g/ml 
The Demi 10P 

(10/8) 

30 g/ml 
10 volume  

Paul Mitchell®  
Cream Developer

formula 1

30 g/ml 
SynchroLift® Soft 

+ 

30 g/ml 
Paul Mitchell® 

Processing Liquid 

formula 2

30 g/ml 
The Demi 
8NB (8/07) 

+ + + +

60 g/ml
Paul Mitchell® 

Processing Liquid 

30 g/ml
The Demi 

7P (7/8) 

15 g/ml 
The Demi
9G (9/03)

15 g/ml 
The Demi
6G (6/03)

formula 1

+ + + +

60 g/ml 
Paul Mitchell® 

Processing Liquid 

30 g/ml 
The Demi 

7P (7/8) 

15 g/ml 
The Demi
9G (9/03)

15 g/ml 
The Demi
6G (6/03)

+ 

formula 3 

30 g/ml 
Paul Mitchell® 

Processing Liquid 

15 g/ml
The Demi 
9P (9/8) 

15 g/ml 
The Demi 
9G (9/03)

+ + + 

 @jemima.haircolourist
 @katejones_jsociety
 @updosbyash
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Trend Inspiration - Australia - Color | Diagrams

1. Identify the natural part and assess the hairline.

2.  Take a diagonal forward section from the part line to the front
hairline above the eyebrow on both sides to create a triangle shape
and clip away. This becomes section 1.

3.  Starting from the point of the triangle, take a diagonal back section
to above the ear and clip away. This becomes section 2. Repeat on
the other side to create section 3.

4.  Using section 1 as a guide, create a diagonal back rectangular panel
across the part line and below the crown. Clip away. This becomes
section 4.

5.  Working below section 4, create 2 smaller rectangular panels and
clip away. These panels become sections 5 and 6.

6.  Cross-check visually to ensure sections 4, 5 and 6 are balanced and
symmetrical. They should look like the letter X on top of the head shape.

7.  This technique uses a combination of a natural textured weave foil
(5-7 weaves per foil) and a ribbon weave foil (2-3 weaves per foil).

8.  Begin in section 2. Take diagonal back sections and using
Formula 1, apply natural texture weave to complete this section.
Release section 3 and repeat this step on the other side of the face,
cross-checking for balance and symmetry.

9.  Release section 1. Take diagonal sections and using Formula 1,  
apply natural texture weave to complete this section.

10.  Release section 5. Take diagonal sections and using Formulas 2
and 3, alternate 1 x natural texture weave. The next foil is a ribbon
weave. Apply Formula 2 from the scalp to 1/3 of the length of the
hair. Then natural weave the remaining hair. Leave out the
underneath weave and apply color to the top weave only on
another 1/3 of the length of the hair. By leaving out the ends, you
will ensure lightness and brightness towards the edges of the
shape.

11.  Release section 6 and follow the same application method used
in section 5.

12.  Release section 4. Working from back to front, follow the same
application method used in sections 5 and 6.

13.  Process until hair has lightened to a level 9-10
(no longer than 45 minutes).

14.  Rinse and shampoo with your favourite Paul Mitchell® Shampoo.
Condition with your favourite Paul Mitchell® conditioner.

HIGHLIGHT

TIP CARDS SEPTEMBER 2022
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Trend Inspiration - Australia - Color | Refinement

TIP CARDS SEPTEMBER 2022

TONE & REFINE

1.  Begin by identifying the part line to create a sectioning pattern for the
refining application.

2.  Create a curved section 2-5cm thick that runs parallel to the front hairline.
Clip away. This becomes section 3.

3.  Create a subsection that runs from the top of the ear across the occipital
bone. The hair above the occipital bone becomes section 2, and the hair
below the occipital bone becomes section 1.

4.  Release section 1. Mix and apply Formula 1 as a root smudge formula. Apply
to the base area and feather into Formula 2 through the mid-lengths and
ends. Follow this technique throughout section 1, ensuring even colour
distribution and saturation.

5.  Release section 2. Apply Formula 2 to the base area and
feather into Formula 3 through the mid-lengths and ends.
Follow this technique throughout section 2, ensuring even
colour distribution and saturation.

6.  Release section 3. Apply Formula 3 to the base area and
feather into Formula 4 through the mid-lengths and ends.
Follow this technique throughout section 3, ensuring even
color distribution and saturation.

7.  Process for 20 minutes, then rinse and shampoo with your
favourite Paul Mitchell® Shampoo. Condition with your
favourite Paul Mitchell® conditioner.
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Trend Inspiration - Australia - Cut | Diagram Trend Inspiration - Australia - Cut | Diagram
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Trend Inspiration - Australia - Cut | Diagram

1. Identify the natural part and assess the hairline.

2.  Take a diagonal forward, rounded section from the part line to the
front hairline above mid-eyebrow on both sides to create a rounded
triangle shape and clip away. This becomes section 1.

3.  Starting in the left side and working from the top of the head above
the crown, take a vertical section to behind the ear to separate the
front from the back. Create the same sectioning pattern on the right-
hand side. This will create 4 sections.

4.  Create a subsection starting at the hairline at eyebrow level, that
rounds back to the occipital bone on both sides of the face and clip
away. This becomes section 6.

5.  Section away the 4 subsections above section 6 to complete the
sectioning pattern.

6.  Release section 1 and recreate the part line and begin on 1 side of
the part. Using low elevation and high finger tension, comb hair in a
scooping manner from part line around to nose level. Determine the
length of the fringe you would like to cut. Cut hair from short to long.
Repeat on the opposite side.

7.  Release section 2. Taking diagonal back sections, comb the hair
forward with low elevation. Using a razor, cut hair from short to long,
taking into consideration the length of the fringe. Release section 3
and repeat on this side, then cross-check for symmetry.

8.  Release section 4 and create a subsection along the mastoid
process to gain greater control when working through this section.
Begin in the center-back, take a vertical section, and comb hair to
90 degrees. Cut hair using scissors to create a concave layer. This
will become a stationary guideline. Work through this section,
over-directing the hair to the stationary guideline until section 4
is complete.

9.  Release section 5 and follow the above steps until the section
is complete.

10.  Release section 6. This section will determine the length of the
haircut and does not need to connect with the pre-cut sections.
Comb hair using zero elevation and zero tension and cut to the
desired length. For a stronger result, cut using scissors. For a softer
result, cut using a razor.

11. Style and personalize as desired.

•  Paul Mitchell® Sculpting Foam™

• Paul Mitchell® Hot Off The Press®

•  Paul Mitchell® Invisiblewear®

Undone Texture Hairspray
• Paul Mitchell® Super Clean Spray®

TIP CARDS SEPTEMBER 2022

CUT & STYLE

STYLING
PRODUCTS
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ITALY
Short Length
With Italy being the crossroads 
of rich history and emerging 
trends, the Italian team was 
heavily influenced by fashion 
and versatility. To create this 
seasonal trend report look, they 
collaborated with the guest to 
create a customized shape that 
complements her individuality. 

TIP CARDS SEPTEMBER 2022
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FORMULAS 
STARTING LEVEL 5 | CANVAS LEVEL 6

BEFORE

AFTER

45 g/ml
30 volume  

Paul Mitchell®  
Cream Developer

formula 1

PRE-LIGHTENING COLOUR

formula 1 

formula 3 

formula 2 

formula 4 

1 full scoop 
Skylight®

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Artists: 
Cristina Mazzone    
Riccardo Longo     
Alessandro Iannaccone 

45 g/ml 
10 volume  

Paul Mitchell®  
Cream Developer

45 g/ml 
20 volume  

Paul Mitchell®  
Cream Developer

45 g/ml 
10 volume  

Paul Mitchell®  
Cream Developer

30 g/ml 
20 volume  

Paul Mitchell®  
Cream Developer

30 g/ml 
Crema XG® 
4BA (4/71) 

30 g/ml 
Color XG® 
7C (7/34) 

30 g/ml 
Color XG® 
6BG (6/73) 

15 g/ml 
Color XG® 
6MT (6/2) 

15 g/ml 
Crema XG®

4RB (4/47) 

15 g/ml 
Color XG® 
8PN (8/81) 

15 g/ml 
Color XG® 
4C (4/34) 

15 g/ml 
Color XG® 
5RO (5/43) 

 @kriki_pm_ed
 @riccardo.longo.72
 @alessandroiannaccone
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PRE-LIGHTENING

1.  On the top of the head, create a rectangular section going from the front
hairline to the apex, and clip it away. Use the middle of the eyebrows as a
reference for its width.

2.  On the apex, connected to the rectangular section, create a triangular section
with the vertex pointing toward the back. Clip it away, leaving this hair natural.

3.  Apply the balayage formula with a contouring technique on the side panels,
starting from above the ear and working toward the face. Continue to contour
on the back side panels outside of the triangular section, on the left and right
side, working toward the nape.

4.  Unclip the top panel and create 4 zigzag sections of the
same size. Starting from the first section over the forehead
and using the balayage contouring technique, begin on
the right side of the base, then saturate the lengths going
toward the left side. Now take the second section and
repeat the same technique. Next, work on the third and
the fourth section, using the same technique, but this time
starting from the left side of the base and saturating the
lengths while going toward the right side.

5.  Emphasize the connections between the front and the
back areas, and the layers on the top.

TIP CARDS SEPTEMBER 2022
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Trend Inspiration - Italy - Color | Diagrams

Formula 1 Formula 2 Formula 3 Formula 4

Trend Inspiration - Italy - Color | Diagrams

Formula 1 Formula 2 Formula 3 Formula 4

Trend Inspiration - Italy - Color | Diagrams

Formula 1 Formula 2 Formula 3 Formula 4

Trend Inspiration - Italy - Color | Diagrams

Formula 1 Formula 2 Formula 3 Formula 4

Trend Inspiration - Italy - Color | Diagrams

Formula 1 Formula 2 Formula 3 Formula 4
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COLOUR

1.  Create a horseshoe section on the top, following the shape of the sections
of the cut.

2.  Select three sections, one on the left and one on the right side, plus another
one in the front, all 1 cm wide. Apply Formula 1 on the two side sections, on
the segment below the sections and on the back area.

3.  Saturate the front section with a colour blending technique, applying
Formula 1 on the base and Formula 2 on the lengths.

4.  On the back area, isolate horizontal sections
1 cm wide. Saturate the base with Formula 2. Work
lengths and ends alternating Formula 3 and 4 with a
camouflage technique.

5.          Repeat until the whole panel is complete. 
Process for 35 minutes.

6.  Rinse and shampoo with your favourite Paul Mitchell®
Shampoo. Condition with your favourite Paul
Mitchell® conditioner.
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Trend Inspiration - Italy - Cut | Diagrams
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1.  Apply Paul Mitchell® Super Sculpt™ to prepare the hair for the cut.

2.  Starting from the radial parting, section off a horizontal diagonal forward
section. The width of the section should stretch to the end of the eyebrow.

3.  On the other side, take a horizontal diagonal forward section higher than
the section on the opposite side, giving an asymmetric effect as a result.

4.  Then create another vertical diagonal back section to match the
opposite side.

5.  Begin cutting, taking a vertical diagonal back section, elevate to 90 ,̊
cut from short to long.

6. Mirror on the other side.

7.  Work the top back section with a razor for a softer result. Cut the hair
following its natural fall, elevating it at 45 degrees and cutting it under the
occipital bone in a square shape to keep the angles.

8.  Define the length of the top front section. Over-direct all the hair forward
with low elevation, and cut in a square shape under the chin.

9.  Connect the top front area with the back by cutting the hair
diagonally forward.

10.  Recreate the radial parting. Layer the back part with pivoting sections
starting from the same point. Elevating the hair at 90 degrees from the
crown, point cut from short to long.

11.  In the top front area, connect again to the starting point of the pivoting
sections in the back and create a profile section; elevate the first part of
the section at 90 degrees. Over-direct the rest of the section, working
with a slicing technique to keep the length in the front. Continue working
the rest of the sections, pivoting with the same technique.

12.  When the hair is dry, customize the cut using the deep parallel
point-cutting, slicing and perimeter-shaping techniques.

CUT & STYLE

STYLING
PRODUCTS
•  Paul Mitchell® Foaming Pommade®

• Paul Mitchell® Quick Slip™

•  Paul Mitchell® Fast Form™

• Paul Mitchell® Super Clean Spray®

• Paul Mitchell® Super Sculpt®

TIP CARDS SEPTEMBER 2022
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Medium Length
Inspired by the reemergence 
of shag and mullet styles, 
the USA artists created an 
updated version of these 
classic layered cuts. 

The result is a versatile shape 
that complements natural 
textures and can be worn 
many ways.

USA
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FORMULAS 
STARTING LEVEL 4 | CANVAS LEVEL 5

BEFORE

AFTER

Artists: 
Paula Peralta 
Lucas Doney  
Noogie Thai     

 @thepaulaperalta
 @lucasdoney
 @noogiethai   

+ 

60 g/ml
40 volume  

Paul Mitchell®  
Cream Developer

60 g/ml
40 volume  

Paul Mitchell®  
Cream Developer

formula 1 formula 2 

15 g/ml
Paul Mitchell® 

the color 
HLA

15 g/ml
Paul Mitchell® 

the color
8RV 

30 g/ml
Paul Mitchell® 

the color 
HLA

+ + 

+ 

60 g/ml
40 volume  

Paul Mitchell®  
Cream Developer

formula 1

30 g/ml
Color XG®

HLA

ALTERNATE FORMULAS USING COLOR XG®:

formula 2 

+ + + +

60 g/ml
40 volume  

Paul Mitchell®  
Cream Developer

15 g/ml
Color XG®

HLA

15 g/ml 
Color XG®

7R (7/4)

pea size
Color XG®

Violet Intensifier 
(0/66)

TIP CARDS SEPTEMBER 2022
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COLOUR 

1.  Create three triangles in the front. Next, create a center division line in the
back. Clip all sections for control.

2.  Begin the application in the back. Taking a 0.5cm diagonal back section at
the hairline, weave and apply Formula 1.

3.  For the next two sections, take a 0.5cm diagonal-back section, slice, and
apply Formula 1. Stop when you reach the occipital bone.

4.  Move to the side. Weave the first 0.5cm section at the hairline and apply
Formula 1. Continue on the side panel using diagonal-back, 0.5cm sections,
slice, and apply Formula 1. As you work through the segment, the sectioning
should pivot to a horizontal diagonal. Repeat on the opposite side.

5.  Move to the top segment. At the hairline, take a 0.5cm
section, weave and apply Formula 1. Continue working
through the top segment. Take 0.5cm horizontal sections,
slice, and apply Formula 1.

6.  Move to the back. Take a 0.5cm diagonal section, slice,
and apply Formula 2. Work side to side in a chevron
pattern. Continue working up the back of the head until
you reach the top of the segments.

7. Process for 45 minutes.

8.  Rinse and shampoo with your favourite Paul Mitchell®
Shampoo. Condition with your favourite Paul Mitchell®
conditioner.

Trend Inspiration - US - Color | Diagrams

Trend Inspiration - US - Color | Diagrams
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Trend Inspiration - US - Color | Diagrams
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1. Mist clean hair with Awapuhi Moisture Mist®.

2.  Create a division line from the high point of the head to the ear
on both sides of the head. Then separate the front zone into two
smaller, equal-sized zones by dividing from the high point of the
head to the front hairline.

3.  Begin the haircut by creating a central section from the high point
of the head to the front hairline. Elevate this hair straight up to the
ceiling. Using the previous haircut lengths, create a flat cutting line.
Work down from the top of the head to the side using horizontal
sections and a stationary guide. Each section will be elevated/
over-directed to section number one.

4.  Execute this process on both of the front zones.
Cross-check for accuracy.

5. Move to the larger zone in the back.

6.  Create a central section from the high point of the head to the
center back.

7.  Elevate this section straight up. Using a reference from the front
zone, cut a flat cutting line. The hair traveling up from the nape area
will maintain length and density due to the elevation used.

8.  Use vertical sections that are parallel to the first. Elevate sections
straight up and continue using a flat cutting line. Utilize a traveling
guide. Sections are over-directed to the previously cut sections.

9.  Once you reach the corner of the hairline allow the hair below the
occipital bone to drop out and remain disconnected. Allowing this
hair to drop out will maintain length and density behind the ear.

10.  Execute this process on both sides of the large zone in the back.
Cross-check for accuracy.

11.  Once complete, comb down all the hair and create the desired
outline shape and length.

Trend Inspiration - US - Cut | DiagramsTrend Inspiration - US - Cut | Diagrams

Trend Inspiration - US - Cut | Diagrams Trend Inspiration - US - Cut | Diagrams

Trend Inspiration - US - Cut | Diagrams
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CUT & STYLE

STYLING
PRODUCTS
•  Paul Mitchell® Awapuhi Moisture Mist®

•    Paul Mitchell® Sculpting Foam™

•  Clean Beauty Everyday Leave-In
Treatment

• Paul Mitchell® Foaming Pommade®



Italy - Credits: Photographers Fabrizio Cestari, Leonardo Cestari, Daniele Quatraro, Hair Artists Riccardo Longo, Cristina Mazzone,  
Alessandro Iannaccone, Makeup Emanuela Di Giammarco, Wardrobe Stefania Sciortino, Giulia La Face // USA - Credits: Photographers 

Estelle Bohl, Camber Whitford, Meryl Coker, Hair Artists Noogie Thai, Paula Peralta, Lucas Doney, Makeup Stephen Dimmick,  
Wardrobe Alona Hamoy // Australia - Photographers Bernard Gueit, Tye Bate, Hair Artists Jemima Wright, Kate Jones, Ashleigh Jende, 

Makeup Tres Dallas, Wardrobe Liv Tassanyi.
visit paulmitchellpro.com

USAITALY AUSTRALIA




